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VIRTUAL ORALITY: HOW EBAY
CONTROLS AUCTIONS WITHOUT
AN AUCTIONEER’S VOICE
JOSH BOYD
Purdue University
Auctioneer, n. The man who proclaims with a hammer that he
has picked a pocket with his tongue.
—Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary
A lot of people are intimidated by auctions. They fear being recognized
for bids they never intended to make; they are confused by the array of
items; they are unclear about terms like choice or by the piece, two times the
money;1 and they have difﬁculty making their minds up fast enough to get in
on a sale before the bidding stops. They are afraid of getting stuck with an
inferior item at a ridiculously high price. Ultimately, however, they put
their trust in the person in charge: the auctioneer.
The auctioneer controls the sometimes frenzied proceedings orally.
Cassady (1967, 165) notes, “The auctioneer’s appearance, voice, rhythm of
patter, good nature, imperturbability, and storytelling ability may have an
effect on bidding activity, thus enhancing prices.” Often ampliﬁed by a
microphone, the auctioneer’s voice rises above the din of the crowd and
assistants  to  maintain  order  and  demand  the  attention  of  prospective
bidders. If, for instance, a person is erroneously recognized for a bid, the
auctioneer has the discretion and power to make things right. And, natu-
rally, the auctioneer wants to do so, because auctioneers want people to feel
comfortable and safe at auctions. Whatever the situation, the auctioneer’s
voice organizes and controls the proceedings.
An audible voice is missing, however, from a new kind of auction that
has appeared in the past six years. This auction still sells items to the highest
bidder, it still can be confusing, and it still is a jumble of items and action
and unfamiliar terms, but with one notable absence: there is no auctioneer.
This auction is the on-line auction, and instead of a single person orally
controlling the auction, there is only a Web site. Instead of a bidder able to
observe competing bidders in the crowd, there are only the “buyer” and
“seller” usernames. And yet these on-line auctions, led by industry behe-
moth eBay, have thriven. How is this so? Across cultures and times, auctionsVirtual Orality 287
have  taken  place  under  the  supervision  of  an  auctioneer  whose  voice
commands attention and maintains order. On-line auctions have to create
hypertext messages that somehow compensate for the missing orality. This
essay argues that eBay and other auction Web sites are actually not that
different from live English auctions of livestock, antiques, ﬁsh, tobacco,
broadcast licenses, household goods, or myriad other items (Cassady 1967).
On the contrary, in a virtual space eBay has maintained order and interest
by mimicking the auctioneer’s oral style and the rules of in-person English
auctions.
ON-LINE AUCTIONS AND COMMUNICATION
Auctions represent one of the most communication-intensive methods of
selling. Because price is determined through the chanting and bidding
processes, communication about value is central to the successful comple-
tion of any auction. Considering the critical importance of communication
to  auctions—the  method  by  which  most  used  cars,  beef,  and  tobacco
(among other things) in the United States pass on their way to consum-
ers—it is remarkable that the linguistic performance of auctions has been
so ignored. With the exception of Kuiper (1992, 1996), explorations of
auctions have come from sociology (Smith 1989) or business and econom-
ics (Cassady 1967; DeVany 1987; Kagel and Levin 1993; Hendricks and
Paarsch 1995; Lucking-Reiley 2000). Cassady (1967) calls his overview “the
beginning, not the end” of understanding auctions. My essay attempts to
add a communication perspective to the understanding of auctions by
focusing on the elements of linguistic performance re-created in on-line
auctions.
On-line auctions are a rapidly growing segment of Internet commerce.
Not only did they account for $1.4 billion in trade in 1998 (Grant 1999),
but they have attracted major on-line businesses such as Amazon.com and
Yahoo! as well as traditional auction house Sotheby’s. Specialty auctions
also exist for just about anything, from CigarBids.com to PatentAuction.com
to Pharmabid.com (“Surﬁng” 1998; “A New” 1999; Rundle 1999). But
eBay, the ﬁrst and largest person-to-person Internet auction, is the optimal
choice for this case study. EBay has grown so rapidly that in 2000 its third
quarter transactions alone equaled the $1.4 billion in trade accounted for
by all Internet auctions in 1998 (“EBay Inc. Releases” 2000). As of January
2001, eBay boasted 22.5 million registered users (“EBay Announces” 2001).
A year earlier, eBay CEO Meg Whitman had boasted that eBay’s daily dollar
volume (with just 7.7 million registered users) was “15 times [that of its]american speech 76.3 (2001) 288
next-largest competitor” (Anders 1999b). The previous quarter, eBay users
were responsible for an astounding 5% of all person-to-person shipments
in the United States (Anders 1999a). EBay has also established a site that
makes people comfortable enough to stay. Nielson/ /Netratings reported
that in October 2000, among the 25 most visited Web sites on the Internet,
eBay (14th, with over 17 million unique visitors in the month) was by far
the “stickiest.” In fact, the average eBay visitor spent over two hours and 10
minutes at the site, compared to just one hour and 41 minutes at second-
place Yahoo! (“Web Surfers” 2000). On a typical day, eBay boasts over ﬁve
million auctions in progress. EBay is without question the biggest and most
well-known on-line auction.
EBay is not as novel, however, as it might present itself to be. EBay and
other on-line auctions are certainly global, but auctions have been part of
the economy in different parts of the world for a long time. Auctions
occurred in China in the seventh century b.c. and in Babylon in the sixth
century b.c. (Cassady 1967). Wool auctions in Australia, ﬁsh auctions in the
Philippines and Israel, fur auctions in Russia, tea auctions in the United
Kingdom, tobacco auctions in the United States (5–6, 269–90)—all have
long been very much a part of (nonvirtual) global commerce. EBay may
not own the items sold on its site, but neither do most auctioneers (Smith
1989). Even the timed nature of eBay’s auctions, which differs from many
auctions  where  the  auction  continues  as  long  as  two  or  more  bidders
remain,  is  not  new.  In  Great  Britain  in  the  late  1600s,  timed-interval
auctions were very popular. Bids proceeded in ascending order, but with a
set  end-time,  often  determined  by  a  sand  timer  or  a  pin  in  a  candle
(Cassady 1967). And eBay’s system of “proxy bidding” has a live-auction
counterpart—“book bids,” where a person leaves a bid in absentia and
allows the auctioneer to bid on his or her behalf up to a maximum price
(152). An eBay proxy bid is “a maximum bid which is held in conﬁdence by
the system. The eBay system will use only as much of the maximum bid as is
necessary to maintain the bidder’s high bid position” (“Proxy Bidding”
2000).
In economic terms, eBay, in spite of its lack of an auctioneer, is set up
primarily as an English auction. In such an auction (typically conducted
orally),  “the  auctioneer  initially  solicits  a  bid  at  a  low  price  and  then
gradually increases the price until only one bidder remains active” (Gra-
ham and Marshall 1987, 1218). The English (ascending-price) auction
system stands in contrast to the Dutch (descending-price) auction, where
an auctioneer announces a ﬁgure much higher than anyone is expected to
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at that price (Cassady 1967). Unlike English auctions, where several bid-
ders are likely to become involved, a Dutch auction ends with the ﬁrst bid.
EBay also takes the appearance of a non-sealed-bid auction, because
others’ bids are open for inspection—users can click on “bid history” to see
who the bidders are and in what order they have bid. Unlike a sealed-bid
auction,  eBay  bidders  also  know  what  the  current  bid  is  at  any  given
moment.  In  a  sealed-bid  auction,  the  highest  bid  submitted  might  be
signiﬁcantly above the second-highest. At eBay, it will be only one incre-
ment  above  the  second-highest  bid,  no  matter  what  the  high  bidder’s
potential maximum.2 However, the inability to see other bidders or know
their maximums (which are revealed in a live auction by the “losers tell the
truth” axiom described below) is similar in some ways to the handicap one
faces at a sealed-bid auction. Kagel and Levin (1993) note that experimen-
tally, sealed-bid auctions yield higher revenue. Further research on on-line
auctions might investigate the question of whether eBay’s unusual combi-
nation of revelation and concealment in bidding gets higher prices and, if
so,  whether  that  can  be  associated  with  unknown  maximums,  faceless
bidders, the lack of an auctioneer to quickly bring about closure, or a
combination of these factors. Researching this question would pose serious
methodological problems, however, due to the vast number of potential
bidders  at  eBay’s  virtual  bazaar.  As  primarily  a  non-sealed-bid  English
auction, then, eBay works the same way as wholesale used-car auctions, ﬁne-
art  auctions,  and  local  household-goods  auctions:  it  provides  a  space,
though virtual, for the intersection of supply, demand, and competition
(Cassady 1967).
THE AUCTIONEER’S ROLE
In an English auction, in order to keep bids coming, the auctioneer is
traditionally the key ﬁgure, the star performer (Smith 1989). The auction-
eer must create a feeling of community in which there is trust and partici-
pation, or the auction will fail. This is particularly important, Smith (1989)
notes, when not all bidders are physically present and some bids are left or
phoned in. In order to create this level of community within which auctions
function, “there is always the need for a skilled auctioneer to direct the
production” by establishing the proper amount of social distance. This
usually  involves  decreasing  social  distance  through  such  techniques  as
addressing bidders by name, telling jokes and stories, and introducing
auction assistants (56). Cassady (1967), writing about the auctioneer’s role
in an English auction, focuses on the “chant” by which the auctioneeramerican speech 76.3 (2001) 290
recognizes and asks for bids. The chant includes a starting price (which
might or might not be suggested by the auctioneer), bids received, the next
bid sought (which indicates the increment between bids), ﬁller words and
phrases, and the announcement of sale. “The key functionary in auction
sales,” says Cassady, “is the auctioneer” (92).
The chant itself, though different auctions apply it in different ways,
establishes a rhythm for the auction (Smith 1989). Auctions are by nature
ambiguous and contingent—the value of items is unknown until a price is
determined by the gathered community. A chant introduces an element of
consistency and form to this uncertain process. The persistent nature of
the auctioneer’s chant makes it rise above the din of bidders and sellers
examining items, discussing items, and bidding, so that the auctioneer
maintains control of the proceedings. The auctioneer, through the chant,
controls the duration of the bidding on each item, suggests bid increments,
prolongs the bidding through ﬁller words and banter so that potential
bidders have more time to consider their bids, and sometimes even appeals
to speciﬁc bidders for help. The chant, then, functions to personalize an
auction and locate order and control in the person of the auctioneer,
whose steady voice can be heard above all else.
Though there is much variation in auctioneer-directed English auc-
tions, depending on location, auction community, and what is being sold,
Kuiper (1992) has proposed a theory of proto–English Auction Speech,
based on his study of auctions throughout New Zealand, the United King-
dom, and North America. Kuiper’s theory gives three rules that are com-
mon to all oral English auctions. I will deal with each in turn, discussing
ﬁrst how the rule operates in live auctions and then how it is enacted at
eBay.
Rule 1: auction ü description + opening bid search + bid calling + sale +
(epilogue) [Kuiper 1992, 281]
The auctioneer describes each item for sale and points out any imperfec-
tions or important information about the item. Part of the auctioneer’s job
is to promote the items for sale (Cassady 1967). Because most auctioneers
make money on commissions, it is in their best interests to praise items and
promote  bidding.  Though  items  are  typically  sold  “as  is”  at  auctions,
auctioneers are also able and often willing to take back items when bidders
ﬁnd damage or ﬁnd the item to be different from what they expected
(Smith 1989). Consequently, the description of the item is important to
maintaining fairness and ensuring satisfaction.
On eBay, descriptions are the responsibility not of an auctioneer but of
the seller. Whoever puts an item up for bid is obliged to describe it in asVirtual Orality 291
much detail as necessary to give potential bidders an accurate understand-
ing  of  the  item’s  good  and  bad  qualities.  The  description  on  eBay  is
generally much more involved than at an in-person auction because there
is no opportunity for potential bidders to inspect an item at close range. A
live auctioneer might say, for instance, “We have here a nice yellow Rookwood
vase from 1928. It has a small chip inside the mouth.” This description is
simply to elaborate on what people have seen from their own close inspec-
tions. On eBay, however, users have no opportunity for inspection of the
item itself, only inspection of a photo of the item. A thorough description
would also include speciﬁc measurements, an explanation of any detail on
the vase, the size and nature of the chip, and any maker’s marks located on
the underside of the vase. As eBay suggests to sellers, “A short, descriptive
title and a complete description of your item will also help your sales. But
be truthful in your listings. Disappointed buyers are likely to leave you
negative feedback” (“How to Sell” 2000)—or, in user parlance, “to neg
you.”
The self-interest of the seller creates an even greater ethical challenge
than that of the auctioneer, who will receive only a percentage of the selling
price. The seller has strong economic reasons to misrepresent items so that
they seem more desirable. This is particularly true for occasional sellers on
eBay. For more active eBay sellers, however, eBay’s feedback system pro-
vides a strong deterrent to misrepresentation. After an auction is com-
pleted on eBay, buyers have the opportunity to leave feedback for sellers,
describing the transaction as positive, negative, or neutral, and leaving a
comment of up to 80 words. This provides a record of the seller’s history
and provides strong motivation for sellers to write thorough and accurate
descriptions, lest their future auctions be ignored because bidders doubt
descriptions. Even if dishonest sellers continue to register under different
names, they will never be able to build up a high feedback rating that would
engender trust. So strong is this motivation that I had an experience as
high bidder in which, after an auction ended, the seller discovered very
minor damage to an item and sent (along with the item) a one-third refund
of the selling price. So the description element of rule 1, though open to
abuse, is much more critical at a virtual auction than at a physical auction.
In the second element of rule 1 in oral auctions, the auctioneer often
ﬁnds an opening bid in the Dutch style (decreasing asked amounts until
someone bids), only then ascending toward a selling price in the English
fashion (Kuiper 1992). This is one technique that on-line auctions have not
yet imitated—eBay uses a minimum bid, set by the seller, and there is no
opening bid search. As a consequence, items often fail to receive even one
bid on-line. In an off-line auction, lacking a reserve price, typically every-american speech 76.3 (2001) 292
thing sells. The Dutch auction descent to an opening bid might go low
enough for several things to be grouped together for a dollar, but it all sells.
At eBay, ﬁnding an opening bid is simpliﬁed: the seller sets it.
Bid calling, so directly associated with the auctioneer and the chant of
traditional English auctions, also has undergone revision on eBay. A high
bidder is acknowledged not with a nod or a declaration of the new high bid,
but with the listing of the high bidder’s username next to “High bid” and
the current bid (one increment above the next-highest bid) next to the
“Currently” label on the auction listing page. To keep track of the bidding,
particularly in the ﬁnal moments of an eBay auction, an observer cannot
hear the interchange but can follow it by clicking on “Reload” every few
seconds until the auction ends.
Although auctions on eBay last up to ten days and a potential bidder
knows exactly when the auction will end, it is difﬁcult to always know exactly
where a person stands in the bidding in the interim (as one would in a
traditional English auction). To keep bidders informed, eBay tells a bidder
immediately after a bid whether or not that bid is currently the high bid. If
it is, the screen message says, “Thank you for your bid. You are the current
high bidder!” After restating the current bid and the bidder’s maximum
proxy bid, eBay adds, “Although you are the current high bidder, this does
not guarantee that you will win this item. Someone may outbid you in the
last few minutes, so check back often or place a proxy bid” (on-screen
message to author, 31 Jan. 2000). To keep bidders even better apprised of
the  bid  calling,  e-mail  messages  are  sent  to  conﬁrm  bids  and  to  alert
bidders  when  they  are  outbid.  An  “Outbid  Notice”  warns,  “Heads  up!
Another eBay user has outbid you on the following item!” It offers the
current bid amount and the auction closing time and urges, “You can stay
in the running and place another bid. Just visit [item site]” (e-mail to
author, 28 Jan. 2000). Although participants in a virtual auction are not
always present in real time, eBay mimics the off-line auctioneer’s involve-
ment by using e-mail encouraging bidders to bid again. This is not unlike
the off-line auctioneer goading bidders into bidding wars against each
other, often with witticisms or with compliments about the bidders’ judg-
ment or the item’s quality.
Another signiﬁcant function of “bid calling” in an in-person English
auction is the determination of a bidding increment. In calling for the next
higher bid, the auctioneer determines this increment; for less expensive
items it may be in single dollars, and for more expensive items or items
receiving many bids, it may be in hundreds or even thousands of dollars. As
bidding winds down and bidders drop out, an auctioneer might decrease
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(Cassady 1967; Smith 1989). Bidding might progress, for instance, as 100,
150, 200, 250, 260, 270. By reducing the increment between bids as they
become harder to obtain, the auctioneer maximizes the selling price of
each item. On eBay, the bidding increment also changes—as the price
escalates, the bidding increment increases as well, from $1.00 to $2.50 and
so on. Once increased, however, the bidding increment on eBay is never
split—the “virtual auctioneer” asks for a minimum new bid in the amount
of the current bid plus the bidding increment and will accept nothing less,
even if it is higher than the existing bid. If, for instance, an item were selling
for $110.00, a bid of $111.00 would not be accepted—the bidding incre-
ment at this level is $2.50, and the new minimum bid would be $112.50.
This state of affairs leaves eBay less ﬂexible than a live auctioneer, who can
choose whether or not to ask for (or accept) a split bid. Bidders at live
auctions, as the bidding escalates, often attempt through a gesture to cut
the increment in half in hopes of reducing the ﬁnal price. The auctioneer
is often willing to accommodate this change if he or she believes it will
result in happier participants or a slightly higher ﬁnal bid. Although eBay
provides less ﬂexibility than the live auctioneer, it still determines the bid
increment and asks for the next bid, just as the auctioneer does with a
chant.
On eBay, a seller can reduce risk by indicating a reserve price on an
item for sale. This affects bidding by protecting both bidder and seller from
commitment until the reserve is met. Ordinarily, an auction requires two
interested bidders in order for bidding to advance. But in eBay’s reserve
system, a maximum bid equal to or greater than the reserve price results in
the current bid’s being automatically listed as the reserve price:
The reserve price is the lowest price a seller is willing to sell an item for. This
amount is generally higher than the minimum bid. In order to win the auction, a
bidder must meet or exceed the reserve price and have the highest bid. If a bidder’s
maximum bid meets or exceeds the reserve, the bid will be automatically raised to
meet the reserve. [“Reserve Price Auction” 2000]
At a live auction, reserves are often used as well. As a substitute for an
announced reserve, however, an auctioneer might also pretend to recog-
nize nonexistent bids until the seller’s minimum price is met: this practice
is known variously as bidding for the vendor, running or trotting (Cassady 1967,
105, 166), lift-lining (Graham and Marshall 1987), bidding to the chandelier,
or taking bids off the wall (Smith 1989, 150). In auctions where the practice
is  recognized,  auctioneers  sometimes  accept  phantom  bids  against  an
actual bidder in order to boost the selling price to the seller’s preset reserve
(Smith 1989, 156). Whether or not this practice is acceptable is deter-american speech 76.3 (2001) 294
mined by the legitimacy it has within that auction community: does the
community consider the practice useful and responsible (Epstein 1972)?
For sellers, it is certainly useful in raising the bid to an acceptable level;
bidders (who might also sometimes sell) might be willing to accept the
practice as responsible as long as reserves are reasonable and phantom bids
do not continue beyond those reserves.
When only one bidder remains, auctioneers end auctions in a variety of
ways: by shouting the word sold, by restating the ﬁnal price and the name of
the  buyer,  by  dropping  a  gavel,  or  by  invoking  other  local  variations.
Though imitating these two basic elements (when to end and how to end
an auction), the “sale” at eBay differs signiﬁcantly from traditional auc-
tions. First, as a time-interval auction, an eBay auction can end while several
bidders  are  still  interested  in  bidding.  In  theory,  of  course,  the  proxy
bidding system ensures that all bidders can bid their maximum bids. In
reality, because auctions serve to determine a price for items where value is
in question, bidders might not know their maximum bids until they see
how much other bidders value the item. Consequently, continued bidding
might  persuade  a  bidder  that  an  item  is  worth  more  than  the  bidder
initially thought. If time runs out, however, the auction is over regardless of
continued interest.
Some eBay users try to take advantage of this situation through the
practice of sniping. With rare exceptions at live auctions,3 bidding contin-
ues until all bidders but one have bowed out. There is always one last
chance to bid. From an economic standpoint in such auctions, “losers tell
the truth” (Hendricks and Paarsch 1995, 413); that is, when a bidder drops
out, that bidder reveals his or her highest valuation for an object. And if
bidding continues, that bidder reserves the right to reenter the auction
until the pronouncement of sale, at which time the losing bidder’s true
maximum is revealed. Remorse for not bidding again may well set in after
the gavel falls, but each bidder has equal opportunity to participate all the
way until the end. Even if bidders have predetermined a maximum bid for
an item, they can continue to revise that upward as others’ bids affect their
valuations (see Smith 1989).
On eBay, however, lurks the potential that losers lie. A person who is
outbid in the auction’s closing seconds has no opportunity to reconsider a
true maximum bid—the auction is irrevocably ﬁnished. On eBay, the lack
of the “one last chance” that a live auction affords has led to the pejorative
term sniping to describe bidding behavior whereby a potential bidder lurks
at auction until the ﬁnal seconds, entering a true maximum bid and, if it is
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inﬂuenced to raise theirs. EBay’s system is in some ways more predictable
than  a  traditional  auction,  because  bidders  know  precisely  when  the
auction will end. But it also allows bidders less opportunity to change their
minds. Sniping is also not a new practice—Samuel Pepys recorded in his
diary a procedure in Great Britain’s candle auctions of the seventeenth
century that foretells the practice of sniping on eBay in the twenty-ﬁrst:
“The bidder may, in fact, be able through careful study to anticipate the
ﬁnal ﬂicker of the candle, and hence prevail in the competition by topping
the previous high bid at the very last moment” (quoted in Cassady 1967,
76).
On eBay, obviously, there is no auctioneer to cry “Sold!” and no gavel to
pound, but eBay attempts to imitate the ending rituals of in-person auc-
tions. As soon as an auction ends, a notice is e-mailed to buyer and seller,
stating, “Dear [seller] and [buyer], Congratulations—this auction success-
fully ended” (e-mail to author, 20 Jan. 2000). It then reminds buyer and
seller of the item and its description, informs them of the ﬁnal price and
the ending time of the auction, lists the total number of bids, and identiﬁes
buyer and seller by both username and e-mail address so that the two can
make contact and exchange payment for the item. Like the auctioneer’s
“Going  once,  going  twice—sold!”  these  messages  serve  both  to  bring
closure to the sale and to afﬁrm the buyer and seller for their participation
in the auction. Just like an auctioneer, eBay wants its users to be happy,
repeat customers.
Kuiper’s (1992) optional epilogue might explain to bidders where to
pay for their items and when and where items will be available for pickup.
EBay provides the same in its “End of Auction” notice. It offers a list titled
“Here’s what to do next” that explains how the buyer and seller will contact
each other, complete the transaction, and leave feedback, with helpful
links to each. The addition of feedback extends this epilogue much longer
in time than at a typical auction, where payment and removal of the item
mark  the  end  of  the  interaction.  Buyers  on  eBay  will  likely  not  leave
feedback for a seller until the item is paid for and received, sometimes
several weeks after the close of the auction. This extends the virtual auction
in actual time and also maintains a lengthier association between buyer and
seller than is typical of in-person English auctions.
Rule 2: auction sale ü (introduction) + auction [Kuiper 1992, 282]
Kuiper (1992) uses the term auction sale to denote the entire event; at eBay,
one item equals one auction. A modiﬁcation to Kuiper’s rule for a virtualamerican speech 76.3 (2001) 296
auction sale, then, adds an (s) to the end of his second rule, allowing for a
single auction sale to comprise multiple auctions.
Rule 2: auction sale ü (introduction) + auction(s)
Rule 3 is an expansion of the optional introduction of rule 2, in which
elements might or might not be included, and in no particular order.
Rule 3: introduction ü [(welcome to buyers) + (description of sale) + (condi-
tions of sale) + (order of sale) + (peripheral practicalities) . . . ] (where
square brackets denote relatively free order choices) [Kuiper 1992, 282]
While both virtual and actual auctions include both a welcome and a
description,  eBay  emphasizes  the  former  and  traditional  auctions  the
latter. At a traditional auction, there is usually some unifying trait for the
entire auction—perhaps it is the estate of the late Estelle Howe, a monthly
consignment auction, or Keeneland’s thoroughbred yearling sale. In con-
trast, eBay’s unifying feature is a lack of unity. Almost anything and every-
thing is sold on eBay, by hundreds of thousands of sellers. So broad is eBay’s
set of items that there are entire categories in such oddities as nodders and
ﬂue covers (Whitman 1999).
EBay, however, emphasizes the welcome more than traditional auc-
tions do, where a welcome might be so brief and informal that it is easy to
miss. EBay’s homepage is a virtual welcome to all potential bidders and
sellers. Under “Welcome New Users,” there are links to common questions
such as “How do I bid?” and “How do I sell?” And through a “New to eBay?”
(2000) link, users are greeted with this message:
Welcome! It’s the world’s ﬁrst, biggest and best person-to-person online trading
community. eBay is your place to ﬁnd the stuff you want, to sell the stuff you have
and to make a few friends while you’re at it!
The conversational tone of this welcome matches the oral greeting of the
auctioneer and tries to create the same readiness for trading.
Conditions of sale at a live auction can be prominently posted in an
auction catalog or at the auction site, or they might be explained by an
auctioneer before the auction begins. Two common conditions of sale
(though there are variations) provide that purchased items be fully paid for
before they are removed and that an auctioneer can refuse the bids of
irresponsible bidders (Cassady 1967). These common conditions at actual
auctions mirror conditions eBay allows at its virtual auctions. Sellers typi-
cally wait for checks to clear before shipping items, and sellers may reserveVirtual Orality 297
the right to ignore bids by users with lots of negative feedback, so that
sellers take on the policing function of auctioneers.
Order of sale is not a signiﬁcant issue on eBay: auctions end three, ﬁve,
seven, or ten days from when they are posted, depending on the sellers’
preferences. Order is relatively random and dependent on when different
people in different time zones list different items for bids. At a traditional
auction, in contrast, auctioneers often lay out a schedule for the auction in
advance. Sometimes there is no doubt of order: a catalog lists items to be
sold in the order they will come up. Other times, there seems to be no order
at all—the auctioneer moves through items for sale seemingly at random.
Physical space can constrain order; at a car or tobacco auction, bidders
might proceed down the rows, with the auctioneer selling each piece as the
procession moves along. At other times, certain categories of items might
be auctioned together at a preordained time in the sale. The auctioneer
might say, “We’ll start with some smalls, we’ll sell the guns at noon, and we’ll
get to the furniture at 1:30.” This schedule is a courtesy to bidders who are
interested only in certain items, but there might still be ﬂexibility to sell
requested pieces. EBay’s schedule, on the other hand, is both arbitrary (in
terms of starting time) and ﬁxed (in terms of ending time).
In this rule, peripheral practicalities might include where restrooms,
food, and drink might be found during the sale, information about emer-
gency exits, or other mundane but necessary matters. At eBay, with a less
linear progression of events, peripheral practicalities are always available
on the site: information about safe trading at eBay, eBay logo merchandise
for sale, and other nonessential ingredients of the eBay auction community
can be accessed at any time, not only at the beginning of an auction.
So in spite of its lack of an auctioneer and an oral chant, eBay manages
to follow the rules of English auctions. Still, differences surrounding timed
auctions, ﬁxed bidding intervals, feedback, and sniping lend eBay a differ-
ent character. Other differences remain as well.
One feature of the in-person auction with auctioneer is that a particu-
larly frenzied single auction, or an impressive price for a high-quality item,
can sometimes draw applause (Smith 1989). I have witnessed spontaneous
applause at live auctions many times. EBay, unfortunately, cannot imitate
this concentrated give-and-take between auctioneer and the auction com-
munity, in part because of the fact that a single auction can last up to ten
days.
EBay also has no exact analog to the auctioneer’s chant, even though it
fulﬁlls the basics of auction rule 1. The functions of the chant, however, are
accomplished in other ways. Filler words in a chant provide, among other
things, a chance for bidders to consider their bids by quickly analyzingamerican speech 76.3 (2001) 298
everything they know about the item up for bid. Sometimes this leaves
bidders scrambling for cell phones and reference books. EBay bidders,
however, do not need a chant to serve this delaying purpose because they
have time. For as long as ten days, while the auction is still going on, they
have the opportunity to research items on the Internet or through refer-
ence books, perhaps even making inquiries of authorities. As Hendricks
and Paarsch (1995, 408–9) have observed, “Uninformed potential buyers
are less likely to participate than the informed potential buyer, but when
they do participate, they bid high rather than low.” EBay’s timed system of
up to ten days allows uninformed buyers to inform themselves, thus in-
creasing  the  likelihood  that  they  will  bid  but  also  counteracting  their
tendency at live auctions to overbid in ignorance.
CONCLUSION
In many ways, eBay is not so different from traditional English auctions.
Most signiﬁcantly, it lacks an auctioneer. Without an auctioneer, it poten-
tially lacks the accountability and control that auctioneers exercise during
in-person  auctions.  EBay  has  compensated,  however,  by  imitating  the
auctioneer’s orality in site construction, in security measures, and in e-mail
bulletins. As a result, new users continue to ﬂock to eBay and other on-line
auctions.
EBay’s successful imitation of orality might provide a model for other
on-line opportunities that seem too oral to translate to a computer screen.
Teaching and medical consultation are just two areas in which the orality of
in-person interactions seems essential. For education and medical Web
sites to gain the adherents that eBay has, they too will have to mimic the
oral nature of the interactions they attempt to replace or at least supple-
ment.
The impact of virtual auctions on live, located auctions remains to be
seen. One auctioneer, however, has expressed optimism, comparing the
new on-line/off-line auction split to the apprehension among movie the-
ater owners about the creation of videocassette recorders. Gordon (1999)
suggested that on-line auctions give traditional auctioneers opportunities
to expand their current businesses by using emerging technologies while
garnering the beneﬁts of increased attention to auctions in general. In the
end, eBay might even familiarize enough people with auctions that the live
auction itself becomes less intimidating and the auctioneer an ally, not a
sharp-tongued enemy.Virtual Orality 299
NOTES
Portions of this work were supported by sponsors of the Center for Education and
Research in Information Assurance and Security at Purdue University.
1. The term choice is used when several items are up for bid at once; the high
bidder can choose one or more items from the group, each priced at the
closing bid. By the piece, two times the money means that two related or identical
items are up for sale at the same time—each bid is for the price of one item,
but when the bidding is over, the bidder will take both items at twice the ﬁnal
bid.
2. In theory, eBay is also quite similar to a Vickrey auction (Smith 1989), which is
a sealed-bid auction in which the highest bidder wins the item at the second-
highest bid. The reality is that many bidders do not take advantage of the
proxy bidding, instead watching the bidding and upping their bids only by
small increments. Additionally, the high bidder pays a price one increment
above the second-highest bid rather than the amount of the second-highest
bid. This resembles a Vickrey, however, because one increment above the
second-highest bid could still be signiﬁcantly lower than the proxy bid submit-
ted by the highest bidder.
3. Smith (1989) describes sales at the New England Fish Exchange where bid-
ding on each kind of ﬁsh was closed after ﬁve minutes.
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